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We recently replaced the color wheel in our Optoma as it was broken and thought it would be it. However, now the projector will turn on for a few seconds, then will be turned off with the red power light flashing and the light light is solid red. The light bulb was one that we used earlier, has many hours left and worked well, but now nothing
goes any further. Has anyone had this question or a similar question? I contacted Optoma but was told that it should be sent to the service. I'm just trying to find any options before I send it in. If the light flashing/display does not indicate what the problem is, then it can be almost any number of things, from the failure of the main board, to
the issue of nutrition, to something completely different. With less expensive projectors, they have a throw away price tag, and it's a shame that after only a few years you've been working on this problem as it's not typical. But, it happens with some projectors. You can obviously try to disassemble it into parts of yourself, clean it up, and
check out other forums for suggestions, but I have no idea exactly what the issue will be. Page 2 Page 3 How to Clear the Projection Screen by Dave Rogers (Elite Marketing Manager... More Elite Screens' Aeon CineGrey 3D® AT is a fixed frame of the morning... More Host Of Blessed Bee and popular online Interior Design Expert
Showcas... More Elite Screens Guide Tab-Tension 2 is a top-notch hand-forward retractable p... More for our valued customers: How COVID-19 affects the growing number of people in our state of California, Governor Newsom has announced a stay-at-home order. The Elite Screens California office will remain open for business Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Our sales team works remotely and is available. Our sales team works remotely and is available. Our customer service and technical support team will be available via our online chat or email techsupport@elitescreens.com. We have plans and technologies that will allow us to manage our operations
remotely if necessary. Our ability to supply products has not been affected. We receive products weekly and deliveries will continue to leave our Westminster, MD and Garden Grove, CA locations Elite at the top of the line projection screens designed for all types of residential and commercial audio show more to our valued customers:
How COVID-19 affects the growing number of people in our state of California, Governor Newsom has announced to stay at home order. The Elite Screens California office will remain open for business Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Our sales team works remotely and is available. Our sales team works remotely and is
available. Our customer service and technical support team available via our online chat or email techsupport@elitescreens.com. We have the plans and technologies we need to enable to remotely manage the work if necessary. Our ability to supply products has not been affected. We receive products weekly and deliveries will continue
to leave our Westminster, MD and Garden Grove locations, CA locations Elite at the top of the line projection screens designed for all types of residential and commercial audio-visual applications Elite Screens offers a wide range of sunset projector screens that are produced using the industry's leading cutting-edge technology! These
projection screen formats include manual, electric motorized, floor height, ceiling, portable and outdoor film projection screens. Whether you're trying to create an elegant conference room or craft the ultimate home theater, Elite Screens is guaranteed to have the best solution for you! Elite has invested in the research and development
needed to produce and maintain its various areas of award-winning product. This means that all of our components - metal, fabric and plastic - are made at a higher level of quality than the projectors of screens and projectors of their competitors. Recently, a major breakthrough in continuing their efforts to secure the best home projectors
has been the production of Elite ambient ambient light rejecting (ALR) screens that are perfect for conditions any day or night! Materials such as Elite Screens' CineGrey 5D screen use a multi-layered polarized 3D surface that enhances brightness while increasing contrast and color. While other brands charge separately for accessories,
Elite provides its full product. This includes the IR/RF remote control, 5-12v triggers, RS232 components and adjustable vertical limit settings. By carefully analyzing industry trends, Elite Screens has been able to provide the best home projection solutions that are tailored to the individual needs of today's consumers. Projector screens As
HD projectors are now included in schools and universities, the education sales channel has seen a big increase in projector screen sales. Elite choice of board-projection screens is the perfect solution, and their industry awards show this. They can be used as a dry wash writing surface during lectures and serve as a theater-grade
projection screen with matte white and ambient light options available. One of the branded screens of the Projector Elite is Insta-DE2. Insta-DE2 is a flexible dry erase screen projection board that can transform entire wall surfaces. Its Versa White material delivers a brightness of 1.1 with a 180-degree viewing angle. As the best soltuon
screen projector, this board is available in pre-diagonal sizes 84, 97, 105, and 114. It can also be cut to size with units available up to 723 diagonally, which is 60.2 height by 720 (60 feet) wide. The vast ranges of Insta-DE2 sizes undoubtedly hold almost cool environment. With so many good designs to choose from, Elite products and
service team give you a lot for Dollar. The ease of installation combined with a variety of sizes and designs creates new possibilities for any installation. The show is a smaller © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches with a wide screen format Optoma HD141X projector is ideal for 3D gaming or HD viewing. The Optoma HD141X
projector lamp must be changed after 6,500 hours of use. Find this lamp on Amazon:Optoma BL-FP190E for DW333/S312/S316/X316/W316/DX346/BR323/BR326/HD26/GT1080/HD141X/EH200ST/DH1009 Why buy genuine? Fake lamps have a number of problems including: Buy an authentic lamp projector in order to keep your
Optoma HD141X projector working properly to protect your health and safety. When to replace When the Optoma HD141X life lamp projector reaches the end of life, you will see a warning sign appearing on the screen. Replace the lamp immediately when you see these warning signs. Using a lamp outside the recommended 6,500 hours
can cause the lamp to explode inside the projector. Watch out for these other signs that the Optoma BL-FP190E lamp can reach its end of life: The LED lamp flashing amber color qualityimage has deterioratedIn a total of new projector lampYour Optoma HD141X uses Optoma BL-FP190E projector lamp. Follow these important safety tips
before installing the new Optoma BL-FP190E: Turn off the projector power by pressing the Power/Standby button. Allow the projector to cool for at least 30 minutes. If it should be cool to the touch. Optoma HD141X works at high temperature and you can burn yourself badly if you don't let the projector cool down. Turn off the power cord.
Remove the old lamp them screwdriver to loosen the screw, keeping the lid of the projector lamp in place. Remove the lid of the lamp and place to one side. Remove both screws by holding the projector lamp in place. Lift the wire handle onto the lamp. Press on both sides, then lift and remove the lamp cord. Unscrew one screw on the
lamp module.6. Grab the wire handle on the lamp7. Gently lift the lamp out of the projector. Install a new lamp: Gently place the Optoma BL-FP190E in the Optoma HD141X projector to make sure you don't touch the actual lamp. The oil from your fingers will burn black spots on the lamp when it heats up. Tighten the Optoma BL-FP190E
lamp propeller. Plug in the lamp cord. Put the wire handle in place. Close the lid. Tighten the lid with a screw. Now you are ready to reset the lamp timer. The Optoma HD141X projector lamp timerWash Optoma HD141X comes with an automatic projector lamp timer that tracks the number of hours left for the Optoma BL-FP190E lamp.
Every time you change a lamp you need to reset the lamp timer. Failure to do so may result in the projector using the lamp for the recommended period of time, resulting in the explosion of the lamp. To reset the lamp timer:Click MENUSelect OPTIONSSelect Lamp ResetSelect YesLearn TOP Lamp Tips for extending the life of the lamp in
your Optoma HD141X projector. Projector. Projector.
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